This is what I call a lettering skeleton. To use this traceable in
your journaling Bible, simply fold the print out to fit underneath
the 2” margin of your Journaling Bible.
Trace with a pencil, go over with a pen and then erase the pencil
lines. Finish by adding lettering elements and shadows to enhance
your verse.
Please be sure to go over to the Documented Faith site to see photos.

The Focus word for October is Trust
The verses for week 44 Oct. 25-31
“Commit your way to the LORD;
trust in him and he will do this:
He will make your righteous
reward shine like the dawn, your vindication
like the noonday sun.” Psalm 37:5-6 (NIV)

To commit ourselves to the Lord means to TRUST in Him with
everything, our lives, families, jobs..EVERYTHING to His control
and guidance. It means to TRUST in Him believing that he can
take care of us better than we can take care of ourselves. The
important thing is that we are patient for Him to work out
what is best.
This week I am giving you a Psalm 37:5 Bible Margin Traceable
that you can use in the 2” margin of your Bible, in your
journaling or however you would like to apply to your
creative time. You will find a link to the traceable as well as
photos showing you the basic steps I took to write it into the
margin of my Bible over at the Documented Faith site.
REMEMBER: you do not have to do this in a Bible at all. You can
just use it to create with, practice on or transfer to another
paper. You could even trace it onto a piece of muslin fabric
and stitch it!
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